Let G be a compact Lie group and E->B a G-fibration. We define a homomorphism Wafi(B)®U^JB) into Wa<*(E)@U®(E) sending the pair of the finiteness obstruction of B and the equivariant Euler characteristic of B to that of E. Here Wa® is the functor from the Ghomotopy category of finitely dominated G-CW complexes into the category of abelian groups given by W. Luck. By making use of this, we show that if H and K are closed subgroups with HOT K normal such that W(HK) is not finite, Gx B X is X-homotopy equivalent to a finite K-CW complex.
One purpose of this paper is to describe the finiteness obstruction of E by that of B and F for a G-fibration F->E->B, as the diagonal product formula [3 3 Theorem 6.3] .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we prepare for a construction of a homomorphism from Wa G (E) into Wa G (E) . We introduce the equivariant Euler characteristic, given by Luck [3, 4] , which is a functorial additive invariant. In Section 2 5 we define a transfer p(Wa G ) from Wa G (B) into Wa G (E) by making use of the properties of the equivariant Euler characteristics. When G is the trivial group, this homomorphism coincides with the transfer map defined by Ehrlich [1] . In Section 3, we obtain that Gx H X has the J£-homotopy type of a finite K-CW complex for some closed subgroups K and H of G. § 1. Preliminaries
Let X and Z be G-spaces. We say that Z dominates X, if there exist Gmaps s: X-*Z and r: Z-*X such that ro$ is G-homotopic to the identity map over X. In this case r is called a domination with section s. We call X finitely dominated, if there exists a finite G-CW complex Z which dominates X. We say that the fibre F of p is weakly finitely dominated (resp. weakly finite) if for each b^B, F is G 6 -homotopy equivalent to a finitely G^dominated (resp. finite) G b -CW complex with respect to the given G r action. The fibre of p is weakly finitely dominated if it is finitely J^-dominated for each maximal orbit type (H) of G-Ffor any connected component Fin the G-CW complex B, since B has finitely many orbit types. In particular if B has a fixed point of each element of G (that is B G 3=0) and B\G is connected, the condition "finitely dominated" implies the condition "weakly finitely dominated".
Proposition 1.1. A G-space dominated by a G-CW complex has the Ghomotopy type of a G-CW complex.
Proof, Let X be a G-space dominated by a G-CW complex Z. Then there exist G-maps s: X-*Z and r: Z-*X such that ros-l x . By G-approximation theorem, there exist a G-CW complex Y and a weak G-homotopy equivalence /: Y-*X. Take a G-map 0: Z-»Fwith/o0^r. Clearly fo<pos^ros^id z and fofasof^f.
Since We introduce the equivariant Euler characteristics. Let X and Y be G-CW complexes, (/-maps/: X-^B and g: Y->B are said to be equivalent, f~g, if there is a G-homotopy equivalence h : X-*Ywitfaf~^g°h.
We define TT O (G, B} as the set of equivalence classes as follows. As the assumption of the induction, we suppose that
where d\ D^>M is an inclusion map. Then 
Theorem 2 0 2 0 Let (L, I) be a functorial additive invariant for For a G-fibration p: E-*B, a map p(L): Wa G (B}-*L(E) which sends
Proof. We show that p(L) is well-defined. Let /: X->B and g: Y-*B be G-maps, If there exists a G-homotopy equivalence h: X->Y such that /and go// are G-homotopic, then we have obviously p(L) (f)=p(L) (g). Suppose that Y is obtained from X by attaching finitely many cells and g is an extension of/. Let i: X^Y be an inclusion. For x, x'Gx^G, X) with /*(x)=/*(x')e *&G,B\ we get /ix* /(£,.,) =A*V(£ / .,'). Then 2 x°(X)(x)frc*l(E,. t )= 2 /**«(*) 0)5* Resf(Gx^) Indg(Z) = X(G/KH) /* Indf n
